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Haven’t you heard about The Experience Showcase? Who hasn’t? It is the most anticipated and
innovative showcase for creatives and local attendees. With live entertainment and competition
to highlight the skills of uprising talented creatives from around the world.
The Experience Showcase is a compilation of the arts world, brought to you to showcase the
unique talent and creativity of all aspiring art professionals. Models, designers, singers, dancers
and performers will work with professionals to receive training and put on a show that exhibits
and unifies the arts. This is THE EVENT to begin your journey and launch your creative career
by earning scholarship, apprenticeships, recognition and gaining industry field experience.
Take a second to think about the most successful person within your field or who you admire the
most. Did they have mentors? Where did they start? Where will you start?
Now is the time and here is the place!! From one creative to another I challenge you to imagine
walking into a space with highly energized creative geniuses exchanging ideas and challenging
each other. As you enter the room you feel the high vibrational waves of creative energy. You
see dancers working with visual artists, poets talking with musicians and models strutting in
clothing so finely crafted that it looks like art.
The show begins. Music plays in the background and the lights slowly fade leaving just one
spotlight shining in the center of the stage. Out leaps a beautiful ballerina captivating you with
the swiftness and angelic flow of her moves. The next performance is by a musician and singer
with a voice so sweet and melodic it fills the room. Performance after performance you witness
the world of arts become blended through the talents of a diverse group of creatives.
Whether you’re coming to observe or participate in the show. We’re going to have a wonderful
time supporting and uplifting each other.
As a member of the audience you too get to experience this showcase through the live
performances by dancers and spoken word, as well as a fashion show and more. The energy will
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be high and contagious as artists from all backgrounds showcase their artistry in a unique way to
illuminate the importance of all sectors of the art world.
You have the chance to walk the black carpet, support the community, enjoy food and a show,
judge performances and witness the kickstarter of some very gifted and talented artists.
You’ll even have some of your favorite local vendors present to ensure you don’t go home empty
handed or hungry. As you peruse the tables you’ll find sweet treats, hand crafted items, bath and
body products, candles, specialty drinks and more.
You can come dressed to impress as you walk the black carpet and watch the runway, while
models strut in fairytale like elegant clothing, erotic and naturalistic nudes, mysterious and exotic
gothic attire and sleek all white sophisticated looks to follow the CHECKMATE theme.
This nonprofit showcase is to educate and support the careers of creatives. Your spot at the show
allows each artist to feel motivated and provide them with resources.
Overall, the show will support creativity in a competitive, fun and learning environment to offer
creatives recognition nationwide and to jumpstart their careers.
Together we’ll create a beautiful piece of art history by collaborating with each other to design a
unique showcase. Through your contribution as an art connoisseur or as an active audience
member, we’ll change each other's lives by giving inspiration, donations and by challenging each
other.
Together we’ll all contribute to constructing a creative platform that offers recognition,
professional direction, support and scholarships for creatives to take their careers to the next
level.
And together we’ll witness firsthand the conjoined world of the arts through musical
performances, a fashion show and other performances from all sectors of the art world.
Be sure to save the date and meet us on October 9, 2021 for a career CHECKMATE !!!
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